Introduction {#Sec1}
============

So far, a number of methods for time series prediction have been studied (cf. \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]), and our methods have awarded 3rd and 2nd places in the competitions of time series prediction held at IJCNN'04 \[[@CR3]\] and ESTSP'07 \[[@CR4]\], respectively. Our methods have used model selection methods evaluating MSE (mean square prediction error) for holdout and/or cross-validation datasets. Recently, we have developed several model selection methods for chaotic time series prediction \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. The method in \[[@CR5]\] utilizes moments of predictive deviation as ensemble diversity measures for model selection in time series prediction and achieves better performance from the point of view of MSE than the conventional holdout method. The method in \[[@CR6]\] uses direct multistep ahead (DMS) prediction to apply the out-of-bag (OOB) estimate of MSE. Although both methods have selected the models to generate good predictions on average, they cannot always have provided good predictions, especially when the horizon to be predicted is large. This is owing mainly to the fact that the MSE of a set of predictions is largely affected by a small number of predictions with short predictable horizons even if most of the predictions have long predictable horizons. This is because the prediction error of chaotic time series increases exponentially with the increase in time after the predictable horizon (see \[[@CR6]\] for the analysis and \[[@CR1]\] for properties of chaotic time series).

Instead of using model selection methods employing the estimation of the MSE, we have developed a method of probabilistic prediction of chaotic time series \[[@CR7]\]. Here, from \[[@CR8]\], the probabilistic prediction has come to dominate the science of weather and climate forecasting, mainly because the theory of chaos at the heart of meteorology shows that for a simple set of nonlinear equations (or Lorenz's equations shown below) with initial conditions changed by minute perturbations, there is no longer a single deterministic solution and hence all forecasts must be treated as probabilistic. Although most of the methods shown in \[[@CR8]\] use ensemble mean for representative forecast, our method in \[[@CR7]\] (see below for details) uses an individual prediction selected from a set of plausible predictions for the representative because our method employs learning machines involving strong learners capable of making predictions with small error for a desirably long duration and we can see that ensemble mean does not work when the set of predictions for the ensemble involves a prediction with short predictable horizon. This is owing mainly to the exponential increase in prediction error of chaotic time series after the predictable horizon (see Sect. [3.2](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} for details)

Thus, instead of using ensemble mean, our method in \[[@CR7]\] firstly selects plausible predictions by means of evaluating the similarity of attractors between training and predicted time series and then obtains the representative prediction by means of LOOCV (leave-one-out cross-validation) to select the prediction with longer predictable horizon. Comparing with our previous methods using the MSE for model selection \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], the method in \[[@CR7]\] has an advantage that it is capable of selecting the representative prediction from plausible predictions for each start time of prediction and providing the estimation of predictable horizon. Furthermore, it has achieved long predictable horizons on average. However, there are several cases where the method selects representative prediction with short predictable horizon, although there are plausible predictions with longer predictable horizons.

To overcome this problem, this paper tries to improve the performance of learning machines by using bagging (bootstrap aggregating) method and show the analysis of LOOCV predictable horizon. Here, the bagging is known to use ensemble mean to have an ability to reduce the variance of predictions by single learning machines, and then, we can expect that the performance in time series prediction becomes more stable and higher. Note that, in this paper, the bagging ensemble is employed for iterated one-step-ahead (IOS) prediction of time series, and we deal with probabilistic prediction as an ensemble of longer-term predictions. Furthermore, we use CAN2 (competitive associative net 2) as a learning machine (see \[[@CR3]\] for the details of CAN2), where CAN2 has been introduced for learning piecewise linear approximation of nonlinear function and the performance has been shown in evaluating predictive uncertainty challenge \[[@CR9]\], where our method has been awarded the first place in regression problems. The CAN2 has been used in our methods \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\] for the competitions of time series predictions shown above.

We show the present method of probabilistic prediction of chaotic time series in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, experimental results and analysis in Sect. [3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, and the conclusion in Sect. [4](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Probabilistic prediction of chaotic time series {#Sec2}
===============================================

IOS prediction of chaotic time series {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------
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Single CAN2 and the bagging for IOS prediction {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------
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We obtain bagging prediction by means of using a number of single CAN2s as follows (see \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\] for details); let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Probabilistic prediction and estimation of predictable horizon {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### Similarity of attractors to select plausible predictions {#Sec6}
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### LOOCV measure to estimate predictable horizons {#Sec7}
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### Probabilistic prediction involving longer LOOCV predictable horizons {#Sec8}
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### Representative prediction and estimation of predictable horizon {#Sec9}
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Numerical experiments and analysis {#Sec10}
==================================

Experimental settings {#Sec11}
---------------------
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In order to analyze the property of the method, we show the attractor distribution of training and representative time series in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. We can see that the similarity of attractors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_p$$\end{document}$) horizons. This correspondence seems reasonable because negative correlation does not contribute to the selection of the prediction with large predictable horizon. Thus, we have to remove the cases of negative correlations. So far, we have two approaches: one is to improve the performance of learning machine much more as we have done with the bagging method in this paper, and the other is to refine the selection method by means of modifying LOOCV predictable horizon or developing new methods. Actually, we have predictions with much longer predictable horizons not shown in this paper, but we cannot select such predictions without knowing the ground truth time series, so far.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

We have presented a performance improvement in the method for probabilistic prediction of chaotic time series by means of using bagging learning machines. The method obtains a set of plausible predictions by means of using similarity of attractors between training and predicted time series. And then, it provides representative prediction which has the longest LOOCV predictable horizon. By means of executing numerical experiments using single and bagging CAN2s, we have shown that bagging CAN2 improves the performance of single CAN2 and analyzed the relationship between LOOCV and actual predictable horizons. In our future research studies, we would like to overcome the problem of negative correlation between the achieved predictable horizon and the LOOCV predictable horizon, or the measure of selecting representative prediction.
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